
                                                                     Vertical          Choker       Vertical Basket           Basket Hitches                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                       TPXCF/TPXC 1000              10,000            8,000              20,000             17,320        14,140                 .40              1.5 - 3˝
                      TPXCF/TPXC 1500              15,000          12,000              30,000             25,980        21,210                 .45              1.5 - 3˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 2000             20,000          16,000              40,000             34,640        28,280                 .51              1.5 - 3˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 2500              25,000          20,000              50,000             43,300        35,350                 .57              2.0 - 4˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 3000              30,000          24,000              60,000             51,960        42,420                 .71              2.0 - 4˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 4000              40,000          32,000              80,000             69,280        56,560                 .83              2.0 - 4˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 5000              50,000          40,000            100,000             86,600        70,700               1.14              2.5 - 5˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 6000              60,000          48,000            120,000           103,920        84,840               1.27              2.5 - 5˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 7000              70,000          56,000            140,000           121,240        98,980               1.39              2.5 - 5˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 8500              85,000          68,000            170,000           147,220      120,190               1.65              3.0 - 6˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 10000          100,000          80,000            200,000           173,200      141,400               1.84              3.0 - 6˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 12500          125,000        100,000            250,000           216,500      176,750               2.35              4.0 - 8˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 15000          150,000        120,000            300,000           259,800      212,100               2.66              4.0 - 8˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 17500          175,000        140,000            350,000           303,100      247,450               3.14              4.0 - 8˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 20000          200,000        160,000            400,000           346,400      282,800               3.45              5.0 - 10˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 25000          250,000        200,000            500,000           433,000      353,500               4.07              5.0 - 10˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 27500          275,000        220,000            550,000           476,300      388,850               4.61              6.0 - 12˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 30000          300,000        240,000            600,000           519,600      424,200               4.92              6.0 - 12˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 40000          400,000        320,000            800,000           692,800      565,600               6.54              7.0 - 14˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 50000          500,000        400,000         1,000,000           866,000      707,000               8.15              7.0 - 14˝

                      TPXCF/TPXC 60000          600,000        480,000         1,200,000        1,039,000      848,000             10.20            11.0 - 22˝

*Dimensions can vary according to the hardware or bearing points the slings are used with.              METRIC SLINGS AVAILABLE                                                                                                 

Minimum is “tapered” width; Maximum is the flat tubing width.  
                                                                                                           

Approximate
       Weight        
  (Lbs. per Ft.)
 (Bearing-Bearing)

60° 45°
Nominal

Body Width
(Inches)*

Twin-Path® Sling
Stock No.
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Sling can fail if damaged, misused or overloaded. Inspect before use. Damaged sling shall not be used.
Use only if trained. Do not exceed rated capacity. Protect sling from being cut by load edges, corners,
protrusions and abrasive surfaces. Avoid exposure to acid, alkali and temperature over 180°F. DEATH
or INJURY can occur from improper use or maintenance.

WARNING

Twin-Path® Extra Check-Fast® Sling
US Patent #7,926,859, #7,661,737, #7,568,333    CA #2,547,632
EP #1,899,255    Japan #4,864,965    China #ZL200680017605.5

TPXCF These slings have overload indicators, Covermax®

covers for superior abrasion resistance and inner red covers.

They are used worldwide in place of steel rigging for heavy

lifts. They are approximately 10% of the weight of a steel

sling and products are repairable. The Twin-Path® patented

design provides the rigger with two independent connections

between the hook and the load for protection assurance.

These slings have less than 1% elongation at rated capacity.

If ergonomics, productivity and safety are important, then

these slings are your best choice. Independent testing

shows that K-Spec® is the longest lasting load bearing

core yarn in any sling. 

NOTE: Capacities shown include both paths and are for one complete sling. Sling ratings based on commercial fittings of equal or greater capacity.

Conforms to ANSI/ASME B30.9 chapter 6, NAVFAC P-307 section 14.7.4.3, and the Cordage Institute Roundsling Standard. This chart is based on a 5:1 Design

Factor (DF); but any other DF can be fabricated. Higher capacity slings are available. CAPACITIES ARE IN POUNDS (LBS.).



GO

NO-GO

SEE THE
EWI

EWI
MISSING

The Check-Fast® System is designed to improve job-site safety.

The �Fast® Tag and External Warning Indicator (EWI) on a

roundsling product provides for a pass /fail inspection of the

internal load bearing core yarn. Damage to the core yarn

from ultraviolet (UV) light degradation, fiber on fiber abrasion,

fatigue, and severe overload can be detected. If the sling is

mistakenly overloaded beyond rated capacity, the EWI is

designed to disappear before the sling fails. The sling inspector

now has a GO/NO-GO inspection device rather than relying on

a subjective hand-over-hand inspection to make an educated

guess if the load bearing core yarns are in good condition. This

safety system is available for High Performance K-Spec®

Fiber Roundslings or polyester roundslings fabricated by

authorized SLINGMAX® Dealers.

Check-Fast® Inspection System
(also known as the �Fast System)
US Patent #7,661,737   CA #2,547,632   EP #1,899,255

Fiber Optic Inspection for Twin-Path® Slings
US Patent #5,651,572     CA #2,195,393     EP #0785163    Japan #2929431    Australia #707924

Twin-Path® slings have the Fiber Optic inspection

system. The condition of the internal core yarn

can be inspected just by checking the continuity

of the fiber optic cable. If crushing or cutting,

heat or chemical damage, has occurred then the

damage to the fiber optic cable will destroy its

ability to transmit light from one end to the other

giving the inspector a reason to remove the sling

from service and send it in for repair evaluation.

The fiber optic cable will conduct light using natural,

overhead or flashlight sources. The inspector simply

covers and removes his finger from one end and

watches the other end for blinking which indicates

that the sling is OK to use for another lift.

Sling can fail if damaged, misused or overloaded. Inspect before use. Damaged sling shall not be
used. Use only if trained. Do not exceed rated capacity. Protect sling from being cut by load edges,
corners, protrusions and abrasive surfaces. Avoid exposure to acid, alkali and temperature over 180°F.
DEATH or INJURY can occur from improper use or maintenance.

WARNING
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Rifled CoverTM Technology is a major breakthrough

for roundslings and is only available on Slingmax®

High Performance Twin-Path® and Single Path

roundslings. The Rifled Cover works like the inside

of a rifle barrel where the bullet spins as it leaves

the muzzle of the gun. This spinning or helical

winding of the core yarn significantly improves

the resistance, adding to the slings longevity. 

A significant feature of the patented Slingmax®

roundsling machines is the non-rotating tail stock

which also improves the helical winding process

of the core and rifled cover. All three features, the

K-Spec® core yarn, rifled cover and Slingmax® roundsling machine work together to make the strongest

and lightest roundsling available today.

Covermax® Cover – Abrasion/UV
Any Twin-Path® sling can be made with a Covermax® cover. This is made of a heavy-duty, double-

layer industrial nylon material. The outside cover is green and the inside cover is red. If you see

any red showing through the green cover, stop using the sling and get a repair evaluation. This cover

has been tested to provide the best ultraviolet (UV) protection and the best abrasion protection

of any commercially available synthetic lifting sling. Below are summary charts of the cover tests.
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DBL Orange Poly  CoverMax® Green             

DBL Green Poly     DBL Yellow Poly

DBL Purple Poly        DBL Black Poly 

DBL Gray Poly          DBL Red Poly

DBL Brown Poly        DBL Blue Poly

Roundsling Cover Abrasion Test Results
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Covermax® Rifled CoverTM Technology
US Patent #7,926,859

Twin-Path® High Performance Roundslings with patented Rifled CoverTM

Technology yield three major advantages:

1. Increased strength to weight ratio. 18% higher breaking strength

with the same amount of core yarn.

2. More consistent predictable breaking strength. 

3. Repeatability in manufacturing no matter how large the capacity. 
Scan code for Rifled

Cover Technology video



We believe we can solve your rigging problem with our

synthetic solutions, like our Twin-Path® slings and Check-Fast®

slings, plus sling protection like CornerMax® pads and sleeves

or Synthetic ArmorTM pads. But we know there is a large demand

for other rigging, whether it be steel or another

synthetic. Slingmax® of course has products for 

all types of rigging. Our wire rope sling designs are

the highest efficiency multipart wire rope slings

available. They include Gator-Max®, Gator-Laid®,

Gator-Flex®, T&D Ultra-FlexTM and Tri-Flex® slings.

Our G-LinkTM connectors work with all synthetic

slings as do our sling protections. For a versatile

and adjustable chain sling, we recommend our 

Chain Sling Saddle Ring. Our Pad Eye tester can

accommodate a variety of lifting points. And our

Rigging Institute training courses cover all types 

of rigging.

More importantly to you the customer is that

Slingmax® has a worldwide network of dealers:

42 rigging fabrication locations and over

120 sales branches. These dealers manufacture and 

distribute the best rigging products in a location 

near you.

Our Slingmax® rigging products, plus our

Slingmax® full-service rigging network,

equal SLINGMAX® RIGGING SOLUTIONS

for you. Look for our dealers when you

need a rigging solution or just the best

in rigging.

We are Slingmax®— we provide rigging solutions
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88 ton Refinery Compressor with CornerMax® Pads

Mark V Navy Assault Boat
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500 ton Steam Generator Replacement 

Automobile Stamping Die

Removal of 500 ton
Bridge Decking

Reactor Coolant Pump Motor
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